HANNAH ARENDT FILES

BOX 1: Arendt, Hannah—Conference, Correspondence, Estate, Inquiries, Library, Press, Symposium

Arendt, Hannah—Conference, Oct. 27-29, 2006
Arendt, Hannah—Correspondence
Arendt, Hannah—Estate
Arendt, Hannah—Inquiries
Arendt, Hannah—Library
Arendt, Hannah—Press
Arendt, Hannah—Press
Arendt, Hannah—Newsletter
Arendt, Hannah—Photographs
Arendt, Hannah—Symposium, 1976

BOX 2: Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 1-75
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 1-25

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 001 Psychologie de l’Art .b12762258
Two 8x10 Goya reproductions found in book.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 002 Entre la Vie et la Mort .b11562262
Personal letter, written in German.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 003 Dante’s Other World .b10787112
Postcard written to Heinrich Blucher by Elizabeth Stambler. "Dear Heinrich, I'd like to give you something in thanks for your picture, which I find beautiful. I'd like you to have this book in any case, for it does contain much of my happy life. You might like to give it away some day- if you like it-in as sweet and friendly a moment as when you gave me the picture. Elizabeth."
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 004 The Viking Book of Poetry .b10549882
Typewritten verses from the old English song "Green Grow the Rushes-Ho."
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 005 Social Contract .b12763111
5 x 3 in. notepad page inserted in book with brief notes pertaining to the text.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 006 Poems .b10611484
Personal note to Hannah Arendt from the author written on a 3.5 x 4.5 in. scrap of paper.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 007 Selected Poems .b10646498
Personal note to Hannah Arendt from author on 6x4 in. note paper; dated 01/20/75.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 008 For the Union Dead .b10625744
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 009 Aristotle's Politics .b10095937
  Contained ephemera: seven handwritten notes in English, one typed note in
  English, and a pink strip of acidic paper.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 010 Bernanos, Bloy, Clavdel, Peguy... .b12810563
  Ephemera removed from book consists of a French publication notice for this
  edition.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 011 L’Essence du Prophetisme .b12810551
  Arendt copy contained ephemera consisting of a French publication notice for this
  edition.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 013 Galbraith. The Affluent Society .b10008676
  A fragment of a cardboard coupon advertising a hearing aid company was found
  between pages 278-279. Writing appears on both sides of the coupon, largely
  illegible.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 014 Barnet. The Economy of Death .b10951246
  The personal card of a Mrs. Phyllis C. Vescovi was found inside the front page of
  the book.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 015 Knutsen. The Human Basis of the Polity .b10094611
  A typed letter of thanks from the author, a former student of Hannah Arendt, was
  found inside the book.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 016 Neumann. Die Portieren der Weima Republik
  .b1281362x
  German language publisher notice for the book Der Gescheiterte Frieden :
  Europa 1933-1939 by Martin Gilbert and Richard Gott.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 017 Lerner. America as a Civilization .b10419883
  Book reviews torn from a January 6 issue of Time Magazine.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 018 Solberg. Riding High: America in the Cold War
  .b10438014
  Typewritten note by the author acknowledging Hannah Arendt's influence and
  requesting comments on his new book.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 019 Printzhorn. Leib-Seele-Einheit... .b1277991x
  A postcard, handwritten in German, addressed to Hannah Stern in Paris, from
  Walter Benjamin.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 020 Verfassung des Deutschen Reiches... .b12779386
  An undated German invoice from a shoe store made out to Herr Dr. Stern. Found
  on p. 163.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 021 Adickes. Kant’s Opus Postumum... .b12777845
  German language publisher's brochure announcing five titles.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 022 Alte Deutsche Liebeslieder .b12771168
  A page torn from a German language book containing a poem by the 18th c.
  German poet Matthias Claudius.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 023 Symmetry .b10153196
  Typed manuscript titled: "Die Stufen des Unendlichen" by Gustav Fischer, 1931.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 024 Spandauer Tagebücher .b12911689
  Two NY Times book reviews, and a German language article from the frankfurter
  Allgemeine Zeitung--all concerning titles about or by Albert Speer and Spandau
  prison. Also a handwritten note from Lotte Kohler : "February 2006. Albert
Speer, 'Spandauer Tagebuecher' is one of the last books Hannah Arendt read. She talked about it in November 1975 and lent it to me. All underlinings are by her. Lotte Kohler. Paper clippings by me."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 025 The Arrogance of Power .b10437551

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 26-50

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 026 Piera Della Francesca .b12824082
Arendt copy contained ephemera: three blank post cards depicting images from the Basilica de San Francesco in Arezzo, Italy.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 027 The Survivor .b12823922
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a typed letter from a publicist at Oxford University Press summarizing the book and asking for her comments.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 028 Multinational Corporations... .b10115857
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a typed letter from James William, Fulbright, chairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations in 1974. "Dear Hannah: It was good to see you again. As I indicated when we talked, the Subcommittee has produced a hearing volume which is extraordinary in its content and I believe you will be interested in some segments of it. The volumes is Part 7 of the Subcommittee hearings. The testimony to which I refer is the testimony of Jack Anderson, page 1, and the testimony of executives of Standard Oil Company of California which begins at page 401. In addition to the testimony itself, the hearing record contains a number of exhibits. The most interesting of those are the memoranda on page 504, the cables on page 506, 507, and 508 and the briefing material beginning on page 517. I hope to see you again soon. As ever, Jack"

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 029 The Obsession .b10625483
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a typed note from the author dated Dec. 20 1973. "I am glad to send you a preview copy of The Obsession which was written to show an example of certain methods of hidden censorship, and of the effect of suppression on a writer. I hope you will want to call attention to the questions it raises, which Publishers Weekly has predicted can "set off a literary storm." Sincerely yours, Meyer Levin."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 030 Ovids Metamorphosen .b12820532
Contains marginalia, underlining & contained ephemera: a page from a notebook with notes written in German script on both sides.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 031 Point of View... .b10125249
Contains ephemera: a typewritten page inscribed, "All these are—are talks with short sentences. You may have some interest in 11, 12, and 13. (8—which touches a little on what we discussed the other evening—was given at Seminary next to Columbia while Columbia (and to some extent the seminary) was still feeling the initial shock."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 032 Voyage a l' Interieur du Porti Communiste .b12815998
Contained ephemera: a signed note "avec les compliments de Jacqueline Lesschaeve."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 033 Little Friend, Little Friend .b10979335
  Contained ephemera: a typed note from Randall Jarrell to Hannah Arendt; an appreciation of Randall Jarrell by Alfred Kazin published in The Reporter, September 8, 1966; and several of Randall Jarrell's poems published in an unidentified issue of Poetry magazine.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 034 Discous de la Méthode .b12827952
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: two typed poems on aging onionskin, one entitled "A conversation with the devil", the other, "A girl in a library". A handwritten note at the top of one reads "Jarrell." Also a small ticket dated 1939 with the words "Loterie Nationale" printed on one side.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 035 Die Naturreligion .b10254031
  Contained ephemera: between pages 64-65, a German language publisher's advertisement for Hegels Samtliche Werke; between pages 106-107, another German language publisher's advertisement for Franz Brentano's Gesammelte Philosophische Schriften.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 036 Malraux par Lui-Même .b12981059
  Contained ephemera: a small piece of paper with some handwritten notes in English and French, including the line: "It is in the accusation of life that we find the basic dignity of thought."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 037 Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie .b12120273

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 038 Shakespeare’s Living Art .b10556837

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 039 For Love of Anne .b10529536
  Contained ephemera: between pages 376-377, a small piece of graph paper with handwritten notes in German.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 041 Roman Inconnu de la Duchesse d’Abrantès .b12985405
  Contained ephemera: a French language publisher's advertisement.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 042 Leibniz Critique de Descartes .b12762684
  Contained ephemera: a blank, black and white postcard from a European guest house.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 043 Hegels Ontologie .b10254390
  Contained ephemera: a German language publisher's notice for Hegels Ontologie on newsprint.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 044 Reality and the Heroic Pattern .b10495101
  Contained ephemera: a handwritten note from the author: "For Hannah, very affectionately, David."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 045 Unveröffentlichte Briefe .b10654379
  Contained ephemera: a German language publisher's advertisement.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 046 Aneignung und Polemik .b10093862
  Contained ephemera: between pages 168-169, a scrap of paper with a note stating that a named individual from N.Y.U. had called; between pages 200-201, a German language newsprint article entitled: "An unsere Funktionare und Vertrauenspersonen."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 047 Mäusefest und andere Erzählungen .b10655542
Combined ephemera: a German language publisher's postcard.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 048 *Dialogue Avec Heidegger* .b12807916
Combined ephemera: a French language publisher's advertisement of *Dialogue avec Heidegger*.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 049 *Begegnung* .b10254869
Combined ephemera: a German language publisher's postcard found between pages 46 and 47.

**Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 51-75**

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 051 *Versuche 1-3* .b12788958
Contains marginalia; contained ephemera: a German language poem "Ein song aus der 'Mutter'" clipped from newspaper and attached to inside front cover.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 052 *P. Virgili Maronis Aeneis: in ursum scholarum* .b11554514
Combined ephemera: five pages of handwritten, German language notes.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 053 *Die Lessing Legende* .b10654276
Combined ephemera: a German language newspaper clipping of a timeline of the life of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 054 *Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism* .b10171885
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 055 *Sokrates* .b12821421
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 056 *Kant und der Marxismus* .b12810460
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 057 *Philosophische Kultur* .b10257019
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 058 *Vorlesungen über die Aesthetik* .b12120285
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 059 *St. Thomas Aquinas and Philosophy* .b12764541
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 060 *Der Laie über die Weisheit* .b11407189
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 061 *Über die Seele* .b10245078
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 062 *Festschrift* .b11019074
Combined ephemera: a German language publisher's flyer.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 067 *ÜberHans Magnus Herausgegeben...* .b10095779
Combined ephemera: publisher's flyer between pages 54-55.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 068 *And the Crooked Shall be Made Straight* .b10358638
Combined ephemera: a small slip of blue note paper found between pages 166-167, and marking a passage on the author's response to Hannah Arendt's book *Eichmann in Jerusalem*.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 069 *From Time to Time* .b10298903
Combined ephemera: a press release advertising the publication of the book *From time to time*.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 070 *Politische Wissenschaft in Deutschland* .b12115733
Combined ephemera: a pink slip of note paper found between pages 198-199, and marking the beginning of a chapter entitled, "Rechtsstaat und Grundrechte im Wandel des modernen Freiheitsverständnisses."
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 071 *Politische Ethik: Versuch einer Grundlegung* .b10094854
Contained ephemera: a folded piece of lined notepaper with German language notes found tucked into page 173. The text of this page also contains emphatic marginal lining with additional German language marginalia.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 072 Richard Wagner’s Ausgewählte Schriften. b12668242
Contained ephemera: a strip of acidic paper found between pp. 126-127.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 073 The Constitutionalist: Notes on the First Amendment. b10120361
  Contained ephemera: handwritten notes from an editor to the author found between pp. 368-369, and between pp. 410-411.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 074 The French Right and Nazi Germany. b10353021
  Contained ephemera: matchbook cover found between pp. 12-13; a clipping of the New York Times book review for The French right and Nazi Germany, found between pp. 60-61.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 075 Im Kongo. b10524319
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard found between pp. 28-29.

**BOX 3: Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 76-150**

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 76-100

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 076 Democracy in America. b12704805
  Contains marginalia, underlining, marginal lining, endpaper notes and contained ephemera: matchbook cover found between pp. 418-419.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 077 The Bolsheviks. b10375685

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 078 The Genius of Italy. b10369442
  Contained ephemera: a printed list of books with handwritten notes on the back.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 079 The Painter’s Mind. b1020331x
  Contained ephemera: two slips of blue paper (2.5 x 4 in.) found between pp. 14-15. One is inscribed ‘To Heinrich Bluecher,’ the other is marked with his name across the top of one side, and has his initials on the other side.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 080 Cezanne/Briefe. b12817430
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard found between pp. 94-95.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 081 Lenin: Selected Works After the Seizure of Power... b10375879
  Vol. 7 contained ephemera: three slips of notepaper, two with handwritten notes, found, respectively, in front cover of book; between pp. 34-35; and between pp. 294-295.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 082 Neighborhood Government. b10109249
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's card signed by the author indicating that the book was sent as a gift.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 083 Portrait D’un Inconnu. b10859135
  Contained ephemera: a matchbook cover found between pp. 102-103.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 084 Zwischen Spartakus und Sozialdemokratie. b1010737x
  NOTE: Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard found between pp. 104-105.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 085 Lessing und Aristoteles. b12160441
Contained ephemera: two German language publisher's leaflets advertising contemporary publications found, respectively, between pp. 96-97, and pp. 108-109.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 086 Die Lage der Arbeittenden Klasse in England .b1004047x


Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 087 False Promises .b10039417

Contained ephemera: a typed note from the editor indicating that this book was a gift, found between pp. 34-35.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 088 The Soviet Economy .b10024396

Contained ephemera: a card indicating that the book was a gift from the Congress for Cultural Freedom; found between pp. 14-15.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 089 The Kondratieff Wave .b10019121

Contained ephemera: a printed card indicating that the book was a gift; found between pp. 162-163.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 090 Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein .b10091038

Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard found between pp. 270-271.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 091 Condition de L'homme Moderne .b12650985

Contained ephemera: a French language review of this book, found in the front cover.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 092 Revolution und Kirche .b10066019

Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard found between pp. 94-95.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 093 The Social Contract and Discourses .b10097144

Contained ephemera: two slips of pink note paper (2.5 x 4 in.) found, respectively, between pp. xxxvi-xxxvii, and pp. 328-329.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 094 In Hiding: The Life of Manuel Cortes .b10381867

Contained ephemera: a business card from a managing director of Pantheon Books.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 095 The Government and Politics of the Soviet Union .b10107733

Arendt copy contained ephemera: a card from the publisher, with their compliments, found between pp. 30-31.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 096 Leben in dieser Zeit .b10061848

Contained ephemera: a publisher's German language flyer with information about the book and author, found between pp. 90-91.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 097 Symbols and Social Theory .b10061174

Contained ephemera: a publisher's card, "with the compliments of Oxford University Press."

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 098 Violence .b10062634

Contained ephemera: two publisher's cards found between pp. 174-175, indicating that the book was sent as a gift.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 099 Politik und Verbrechen .b1008695x

Contained ephemera: a publisher's flyer found between pp. 264-265.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 100 Corydon .b10069392
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a postcard from a bank advertising safe deposit boxes, addressed to a Mrs. Hilda Frankel, and found between pp. 168-169.

**Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 101-125**

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 101 Let the Children Come .b12647160**
  - Contained ephemera: a printed card indicating "with the author's compliments," found in the front of the book.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 102 Face to Face: an Autobiography [by] Ved Mehta .b10085312**
  - Contained ephemera: an index card with a handwritten note to someone named Robert found between pp. 274-275.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 103 Gedichte Erzählungen Hörspiel Essays .b10655189**
  - Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 104 The Moment of Wonder .b1048467x**
  - Contained ephemera: a printed card indicating that the book arrived with the author's compliments.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 105 Hope Against Hope .b10236016**
  - Contained ephemera: a small slip of notepaper handwritten with the words, "to talk about the past."

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 106 The Voice of Poetry in the Conversation of Mankind .b10967163**
  - Contained ephemera: a handwritten notecard found between pp. 30-31 with the words: "Dr. Arendt- I found another copy of Oakeshott. Accept it, as a token of my gratitude. Robert B."

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 108 George Orwell .b10590183**
  - Contained ephemera: a business card from an individual at Viking Press, found between pp. 36-37.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 109 Under Western Eyes .b10580426**
  - Contained ephemera: a fragment of a German language label for cough drops, found between pp. 216-217.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 110 Spontaneous Revolution .b10392166**
  - Contained ephemera: a small (1 x 2 in.) note handwritten with the author's name and address, and paperclipped to the front pages of the book.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 111 Peace in the Middle East .b10387523**
  - Contained ephemera: a publisher's order form for this title found between pp. 48-49; a printed card with a statement by the author found between pp. 94-95; a printed card indicating that the book was sent with the compliments of the publisher, also found between pp. 94-95.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 112 Der Schweizerische Nationalgedanke .b12678971**
  - Contained ephemera: a German language form letter, reproduced by a ditto machine and found between pp. 60-61, indicating that the book was sent by the publisher.

- **Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 113 The Face of Defeat .b10387560**
Contains ephemera: business card of Aaron Asher, Vice President Director, General Book Division of Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York, NY. Found between pp. 94-95.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 114 *Sammlung Oskar Reinhart*. b12939432
  Contained ephemera: a German language trifold brochure advertising an exhibit of the Oskar Reinhart collection at the Winterthur museum in Switzerland.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 115 *Platons Staat*. b10096097
  Contained ephemera: a fragment of a German language typewritten page found between pp. 200-201.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 116 *Herrschaft der Experten*. b12822553
  Contained ephemera: a business card from the author.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 117 *Olympia the Sculptures of the Temple of Zeus*. b10178855
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's postcard found on p. 171.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 118 *La Déchirure de L'absence*. b12979168
  Arendt copy contains inscription by author, and contained ephemera: a French language publisher's flyer advertising this title, found between pp. 48-49.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 119 *Israelititches Gebetbuch*. b12811841
  Contained ephemera: a German language newspaper fragment found between pp. 302-303.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 120 *Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism*. b10281538
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: torn flap from the book's dust-jacket containing biographical information about the author, and found between pp. VIII-IX.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 121 *The Complete Writings of Thucydides*. b10364869
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: two 2.5 x 3.5 in. slips of pink notepaper found between pp. 82-82, and pp. 446-447, respectively.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 122 *The Next Development in Man*. b12647135
  Contained ephemera: a German language publisher's blurb for two editions of Plato's works, found between pp. 164-165.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 123 *The Plebeians Rehearse the Uprising*. b10996175
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: a publisher's card signed by the author.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 124 *Philosophy of Natural Science*. b10669784
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: an advance copy publisher's form.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 125 *No Escape from Brooklyn*. b10614138
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: a publisher's form requesting two copies of Hannah Arendt's review of this title.

**Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 126-150**


  Contained ephemera found between pp. 110-111: a publisher's card.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 133 *Geschichte des Judenthums und Seiner Secten*. b10279738
  Contained ephemera found between pp. 434-435: European calendar table comparing Jewish and Christian dates.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 134 *Out of the People*. b10325050
  Contained ephemera. A typewritten postcard to Hertha Vogelstein, dated October 12, 1943, inquiring about material she was planning to submit for publication. Also, a leaf from a typewritten letter signed by "Jane." First leaf missing.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 135 *Blood, Sweat and Tears*. b10324999

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 140 *The Portable Elizabethan Reader*. b10972298
  Arendt copy contained ephemera found at p. 235: a torn matchbook cover advertising King Edward cigars.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 142 *Südische Schriften*. b12117213
  Contained ephemera found at p. 335 and folded over p. 336: a travel ticket inscribed with passenger information and some additional notes on the back.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 143 *The Political Collapse of Europe*. b10319645
  Arendt copy contained ephemera: a blank slip of white 3x5 notepaper found at p. 184.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 144 *Twentieth Century Book of the Dead*. b10320386
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's letter indicating that this book was a gift, and requesting comments on same.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 145 *Reason, Social Myths, and Democracy*. b10482878
  Contained ephemera: a 'ditto' copy program for a conference on Renaissance Studies at the Newberry Library in Chicago, April 5, 1959.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 146 *The Tragedies of Shakespeare*. b10554506
  Contained ephemera: an eight cent Eisenhower stamp.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 147 *Fragwürdige Traditionsbestände...*. b10313473
  Contained ephemera: a German language addenda or errata sheet found at p. 33.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 150 *Traps*. b10657186
  Contained ephemera found on p. 3: a blank IRS form 1040a dated 1959.

**BOX 4: Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 151**

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera Folders 151

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 151 *Other Men's Flowers*. b10550008
  Contained ephemera: a business card with a handwritten note in German.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 152 *The Three Temptations...*. b1267588x
  Contained ephemera: a business card printed: 'Compliments of the author.'

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 153 *The Hookmen*. b10621921
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's card indicating that the book was a gift, dated March 19, 1973.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 154 *A Man Holding an Acoustic Panel*. b10647417
  Contained ephemera: a publisher's card indicating that the book was a gift of the author.
Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 155 *The Books in Fred Hampton’s Apartment*. b10648215  
Contained ephemera: a publisher's card indicating that the book was a review copy, and requesting two copies of her review.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 156 *In the Reign of Peace*. b10645202  
Contained ephemera: a publisher's card indicating that this book was a review copy, and requesting two copies of Arendt's review.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 157 *Genetics and the Origin of Species*. b12670947  

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 158 *Kill and Overkill the Strategy of Annihilation*. b10771736  
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a publisher's photograph of the author.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 159 *Hobbes’s Science of Politics*. b10096772  
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a publisher's card indicating that the book was a gift.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 160 *The Secret War Against Hitler*. b10360153  
Contained ephemera: a publisher's card indicating that the book was a gift.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 161 *General Psychopathology*. b1074101x  
Contains ephemera: signed publisher’s card from The University of Chicago Press.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 162 *Dilemmas of Politics*. b10093916  
Contained ephemera: a fragment of newspaper found between pp. 80-81.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 163 *Sabbatai Sevi the Mystical Messiah*. b10280194  
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a matchbook cover found between pp. 20-21.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 164 *Psychologie der Weltanschauungen*. b10259417  
contained ephemera: an issue of the New School Bulletin (Feb. 6, 1956) addressed to Dr. Heinrich Bluecher, and found between pp. 418-419.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 165 *Terror and Resistance...*. b10098331  
Contained ephemera: a publisher’s card from The Oxford University Press with publication date May 15, 1969.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 166 *Creative Fidelity*. b1027411x  
Contained ephemera: the 1" x 3" calling card of Mr. Roger Williams Strauss, Jr.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 167 *Begegnungen und Entscheidungen*. b10274200  
Contained ephemera found between pp. 82-83: a German language note written on a 3" x 4" piece of paper.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 169 *A Man Named John The Life of Pope John XXIII*. b10296323  
Contained ephemera found between pp. 88-89: a handwritten note on 2" x 3.5" piece of paper.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 170 *Journal of a Soul*. b1029630x  
Arendt copy contained ephemera: a page of a German desk calendar (Mittwoch, 13. Okt. 1965) found between pp. 114-115, and noted with the name Egon Meier.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 171 *Die Politischen und Sozialen Ideen...*. b10296487  
Contained ephemera found between pp. 102-103: a bookmark used as a Christmas card found between pp. 102-103.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 172 *Die Gestalt und Das Sein*. b12718269
Contained ephemera found between pp. 238-239: a piece of lined notepaper with a list of student names and grades.

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 173 Substance and Function and Einstein’s Theory... .b11081740
Arendt c. 2 contains underlining and endpaper notes, and contained ephemera found between pp. 408-409: a German language newspaper (Nr. 52 Weihnachten 1960).

Arendt, Hannah—Ephemera 175 Die Geschichten Jaakobs .b10660409
Contained ephemera found between pp. 106-107: a passport style photograph of an unidentified woman housed in a German language photo booth sleeve, and stamped 'Galeries Lafayette.'